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Case Study

The rules for documentary filmmaking have changed dramatically. Effective digital
storytelling has become an expansive architecture that disrupts convention, mobilizes
passion, engages stakeholders and inspires community.
The Compathos Rise of the Eco-Warrior (REW) Impact Report seeks to provide details
about the project’s unique reach and strengths, as well as to establish additional donor
and organizational partnerships to help capture a broader film audience.
This case study also informs readers on innovative approaches to 21st century
storytelling that are essential for creating systemic change and moving fresh ideas
forward.

Every indiviudual matters, every action counts

Introduction
Rise of the Eco-Warriors (REW) is a story of courageous
individuals willing to take action to avert environmental
disaster and help bring humanity into balance with the
natural world. They realize that every individual matters,
every action counts.

The project began in 2010 with a call from Microsoft Partners
in Learning which had just conducted an online poll with
tens of thousands of school students from the Asia Pacific
region. Originally involving 12 schools and 90 students
who had participated in Microsoft’s Regional Innovative
Education Forum in Singapore, the project’s foundation was
based on the simple question: “What is our most pressing
global issue?” To that, both students and teachers agreed:
deforestation.
After deciding on the name DeforestACTION, a global
project was launched with Microsoft Learning to involve
students and teachers around the world. Together, they
would moderate online learning and project planning
activates, taking a collaborative approach to global problem
solving.
Using an online voting system, the students prioritized key
approaches to solving deforestation challenges in Borneo:
•

Preserve at-risk forests and help develop alternative
livelihoods for local landowners

•

Create a global awareness campaign about the
destruction caused by palm oil production

•

Collaborate with local people to protect animals at-risk
from deforestation

To make progress in Borneo, the students recognized that
it would be effective to have representation on the ground,
and they put out a call to engage young people around the
world: Come join a 100-day project in Borneo to help spread
the message of deforestation.
To expand potential reach of the campaign, Microsoft
contacted film producer Cathy Henkel, recognized
internationally for her documentary film The Burning
Season, which was widely used in schools as a resource to
inspire student action on environmental issues. Microsoft
believed filming this extraordinary new project is what
would bring the critical situation in Borneo to a wider global
audience.
From the responses to the 100-day call to action, an
international team of fifteen young people was selected to
travel to Borneo in September 2011. The team name “The
Eco-Warriors” was decided by this group representing
nine countries: Australia, Canada, the United States, the
United Kingdom, Kenya, France, Indonesia, the Netherlands
and Singapore. Their varied backgrounds would provide
a broad set of knowledge stemming from experiences
in reforestation, wildlife rescue and rehabilitation,
and geospatial technology to government relations,
communications and media. The Eco-Warriors team heading
to Borneo was set to represent the world-wide efforts of the
DeforestACTION community.

Film
Synopsis

What can a group of young people,
a daring scientist and millions
of online supporters achieve in
100 days in the jungle to stop
deforestation and save Planet
Earth? And how can we join in
collective action?

World-renowned forest innovator and educator, Dr. Willie
Smits runs an operation in the jungles of Borneo to rescue
orangutans displaced by rampant deforestation. His
work involves efforts to regenerate and protect the last
of the ancient Bornean rainforests and to create viable
economic alternatives in cooperation with the local Dayak
communities. He has a bold and ambitious plan for a longterm solution to the crisis unfolding from massive and
relentless deforestation and needs a team of brave and
committed young people to help implement the plan.

Meet the Eco-Warriors

Enter the heroes of the story: fifteen young Eco-Warriors
selected from across the globe to spend 100 days in the
jungle working with the local Dayak people to achieve
the mission. Faced with multiple risks, challenges and
obstacles during the course of the project, the Eco-Warriors
experience a roller-coaster ride of action and emotion, often
experiencing the edge of their own endurance.
Their tasks at times feel impossible, the challenges too
daunting. The orangutans in their care may become ill or
stolen by poachers. But the Eco-Warriors are not working
alone: behind them is a ‘cavalry’ of global supporters
comprised of school students and online activists connected
via the project’s code name, DeforestACTION.
The new EarthWatchers interactive satellite monitoring
technology has been developed to help harness the power
and energy of students and young people world-wide.

Accessing EarthWatchers online, globally-connected “action
agents” use the monitoring system to detect disturbances
in the rainforest and report them to the Eco-Warriors on the
ground in Borneo. Local communities also use the images
to stop illegal palm oil producers from encroaching on their
territory.
During the 100 days on the ground, the team works
together or in smaller groups to complete reforestation
projects, create a habitat for orangutans in various stages
of rehabilitation, conduct fundraising and create a play and
local educational campaigns for over 2,500 students.
The future holds many challenges, and the Eco-Warriors,
through their passion and commitment, hope to inspire and
motivate others to become active in their own communities.
All are driven by the belief that we can save our forests, and
it is better to do one thing than nothing at all.

The Facts
Palm oil is multi-billion dollar a year
industry. Most consumers are unaware of
the destructive environmental effects of
palm oil and that it is used in 50% of today’s
mass produced food, cleaning and personal
care products.
Most palm oil is grown in Malaysia and
Indonesia on massive plantations that were
entirely covered by native tropical forest just
50 years ago. But logging and conversion
to oil palm plantations have reduced forest
cover, dramatically victimizing Borneo’s
and Sumatra’s local fauna, wildlife and
indigenous cultures, in addition to heavily
contributing to greenhouse gas buildup that
leads to global warming.
Indonesia is the world’s third leading
emitter of CO2, yet has no industrialized
economy to speak of. The emissions are a
direct result of rampant deforestation for
the planting of palm oil plantations that
now cover 10 million hectares (20 million
acres), replacing native rainforests that had
covered the islands for 140 million years.

Despite an official Presidential moratorium
on new forest concessions, Indonesia
now has the highest deforestation rate in
the world, topping even Brazil which has
more than five times the natural forest
cover. According to the World Bank (2001),
75% of the timber is harvested illegally in
Indonesia, and 72% of the original forest is
gone. Every day large areas of native forest
are bulldozed, the equivalent of 300 football
fields per hour.

In 2015, Indonesia’s fires were called the
“biggest environmental crime of the 21st
century”
•

In 2015, there were 120,000 active fires
on more than 4.2 million acres of land,
releasing 600 million tons of greenhouse
gases. This produced more CO2 than the
US economy, and in 3 weeks, produced
more CO2 than the annual emissions of
Germany.

To clear the land for new palm
monocultures, annual industrial
manipulation through slash-and-burn
forest clearance sets the land on fire to
prepare for new plantations. This practice
has been ongoing for almost 20 years.
Peat soil, which is common in much of the
affected areas, is highly flammable, causing
uncontrollable fires.

•

Over 40 million people were affected,
causing over 100,000 deaths, the
hospitalization of half a million people,
school closures, and smoke clouds
visible from space.

•

The World Bank estimated the haze fires
from June to October of 2015 caused
Indonesia losses of 221 trillion rupiah
(around $16 billion) in damage - the
equivalent to 1.9% of predicted GDP.

•

As of July, 2016, the Borneo Orangutan
was officially listed as a “critically
endangered species”

In 2015, there were 120,000 active fires on more than 4.2 million acres of land
.... [this] produced more CO2 than the U.S. economy

Every year, plantation companies move in to destroy what remains
of the forest to plant monocultures of timber and palm oil. The
easiest way to clear the land is to torch it.
IN 2015, OVER 40 MILLION people were affected, causing over
100,000 deaths, the hospitalization of half a million people,
school closures, and smoke clouds visible from space.

Campaign

Engagement
The Rise of the Eco-Warriors creative team designed a
high stake, high adventure storyworld by combining
reality-storytelling and virtual interactions with real
world incentives. This allows users to experience their
interconnectedness in relation to others across the globe.
The story’s cross-platform delivery engages audiences
worldwide through cinema, television series, online, mobile,
DVD, VOD, and an educational release, while providing ideas
and action tools to enable anyone to easily take action.
Through delivery platforms and partner reach, REW is
positioned to mobilize millions of viewers around the world.
The use of interactive tools like EarthWatchers extends
the impact of the film via “serious games,” that amplify
the educational impact and give the film real-world scope.
Take Action cards provided during screenings suggest
to viewers five immediate steps for action. Additional
involvement comes through student contests, participant
action, user-generated content, community engagement,
stakeholder organizations, corporate story sponsors, donors
and investors, all creating a thematic real-world eco-system
driven by the REW story engine.

Viewers online can also participate in wildlife rehabilitation
at Sintang Orangutan Center where orangutans in the film
can be “virtually” adopted through the films orangutan
adoption program.
REW fosters consumer advocacy by creating a cultural
consensus on the connection between the overconsumption
of palm oil and the devastating negative environmental and
social consequences of deforestation. People can boycott
products using conflict palm oil, purchase alternatives and
generate further awareness and policy change through
petition signing. The Aware Environmental company,
makers of Orange Power and Aware cleaning products have
sponsored the film through running commercials and a DVD
giveaway in major stores throughout Australia.

A recent survey conducted by Participant
Media and American University found that
among issues, animal rights and food
production were the most likely to provoke
individual action. REW core themes focus on
both.

Eco-tourism
The story continues with an invitation
for viewers of the film to participate
in Borneo learning journeys. This is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to gain
true insight into the plight of the Dayak
people, forests and orangutans as they
face debilitating deforestation.
Immersed in traditional village life,
travelers learn about the wisdom and
knowledge of the Dayak communities
and how they are establishing resilience
through sustainable agro-forestry,
conservation, and supportive networks.
Participants get hands-on experience
with wildlife rehabilitation, electricity
generation from micro-hydro systems
and Dr. Willie Smits’ permaculture-based
factory models for creating sustainable
revenue for the community.

Participants get handson experience with wildlife
rehabilitation, permaculture,
electricity generation from
micro-hydro systems...

Education
Educational screenings include a Grade
3-12 curriculum with EarthWatchers
offering satellite monitoring of the most
threatened rainforests. The DeforestACTION
program connects youth, students and
educators in collaborative learning about
deforestation through virtual classrooms
and live webinars where students hear
from guest speakers and interact with their
global peers. Students turn their learning
into action to lead local fundraising and
awareness-raising initiatives.
Through virtual classrooms,
DeforestACTION has engaged over 1,900
schools and 60,000 students in multiple
countries. The film was screened via
webinar to 16,000 students in Canada in
2014, and the EarthWatchers open source
system is now being implemented in other
parts of the world by Greenpeace and forest
conservation NGOs.
The Educational Study Guide (currently
used in Australia, USA, Canada and Europe)
expands on the themes in the film and
offers valuable project-based learning
experiences and real world activities.
Themes include: geography, science history,
media, climate change, deforestation,
wildlife conservation, connective
technology, permaculture, renewable
energy and community development.

Students become DeforestACTION agents
and EarthWatchers using an open-source
satellite monitoring engine allowing them
to globally monitor illegal deforestation.
These solutions go beyond traditional
reports, which are limited to analyzing and
reporting the forest changes, but fail to
prevent it. Gamers also use satellites to spot
deforestation.
Instruction on wildlife rehabilitation can
be integrated through the interactive
orangutan adoption program.
Complimentary educational media by Willie
Smits regarding the innovative zero waste
and sustainable alternatives to palm oil are
also available for online viewing. Teacher
resources include Educational DVD / Blu
Ray / DCP through Titan View and VOD
streaming through TakingItGlobal.
REW has also been featured as a global
best-practice for collaborative projectbased learning in books, videos and teacher
resources globally. Schools using the
EarthWatchers online virtual classroom are
reporting exciting improvements in student
engagement and learning outcomes.
Students that actively explore real-world
challenges acquire a deeper knowledge,
become better prepared in problem
solving and perform better in tasks that
emphasize understanding and application of
knowledge.

REW has been featured at leading
universities and educational conferences
around the world, primarily in South
Africa, Brazil, the U.S., Canada, Indonesia,
Singapore and Australia. A keynote
was delivered at ISTE 2012, the largest
educational technology conference in the
world, and 100 DVDs were distributed
by Microsoft to Asian government and
education leaders at the BETT educational
conferences in the UK and Singapore.

TESTIMONIALS FROM EDUCATORS
"Our school community loves this project. Students
who have been participating in DeforestACTION have
seen significant improvement, including numeracy
and literacy well beyond those students who didn't
participate"”
Val Karaitiana
Principal, Dallas Brooks Community School

"This is exactly what learning needs to be. We've all
been talking about 21st century learning for years, but
this is the first time we've really seen it in action in a
way that makes sense for teachers and schools".
Tony Bryant
Principal of Silverton Primary
(Top 20, World Tour School’s, 21C Learning School)

"This is more than amazing! This has got to be one of
the biggest educational breakthroughs in decades! Not
joking. This could revolutionize and transform every
classroom in the world. This could also challenge the
perspective of what learning is about and how this
concept of personalized learning is supposed to work"
Jeff Davis
Executive Principal of Varsity College
(Top 20, World Tour Schools)

"Our 50 Grade 7 students and myself had a very
successful school fair. After costs, we raised $1,153 for
DeforestACTION! The land vouchers were very popular,
and many students have been asking if there will be
more on sale before Chrissy. This project has been the
most exciting project I've ever been involved in as a
teacher".
Roxanne Pritchard
Teacher, Taroona High School Tasmania
(Microsoft Worldwide Mentor School)

"As the Director of Programming for world's largest
facilitator of interschool video conferencing and online
collaborative programming, I want to thank Microsoft
and TakingITGlobal for creating a unique, meaningful
and powerful 21st century learning experience for our
schools in the DeforestAction project.
The opportunity our schools had to engage in activities
that truly broke down the barriers of the classroom
and allowed our students to see themselves as part
of a global community of learners, were exceptional.
The look on our students eyes as they shared their
project with students in Sri Lanka while listening to a
proposal from Singapore was priceless. The authentic
tasks, global connections, and real-life training have
created global citizens, with a profound insight into
their place in the world. I believe so profoundly in the
transformative nature of DeforestAction that I want
all 256 CGE schools in 26 countries to participate in the
project. I truly believe this has the potential change
education as we know it."
Terry Godwaldt
Director, Centre for Global Education
Alberta Canada

Impacts to Date
Youth Entrepreneurs Inspired by REW
•

Thomas King, age 13, created the SayNotoPalmOil.com movement with 15,000 Facebook
followers and over $7,000 raised

•

Holly Sommerville, age 8, started a charity called Stardust. Her social enterprise, Tell
Someone Who Cares, creates organic personal care products made with Rainforest
Borneo Butter from the zero-waste factories in Borneo. Holly has presented at the World
Environment Day Festival and has gone on tour speaking at schools. She was included in
the NSW Young Achievers Gala Awards night in Environment category, People’s Choice
Awards, and ‘Her Generation’ event -- Four Generations Of Women In Business, hosted by
Jo Burston, Founder of Women’s Entrepreneur movement.

•

A Rainforest Fable won a 1st place award in the My HERO International Film Festival. The
award-winning animation was created by a student to raise awareness about palm oil.

"I love the way you are
approaching the story. You are
taking tools from all around,
going back and forth between pop
culture, youth culture, storytelling
culture and combining it all
towards an issue that young people
really feel passionately about, that
is not often spoken about, that is
not often reflected back to them
and to the larger culture, that
young people have efficacy and
they have a will, and they want
certain things like a future life. You
are capturing all that.."
Cara Mertes
President, Sundance Documentary Film
Institute, “New Rules for Documentary
Makers”
Embrace Disruption conference on the
media and social change @SOCAP in San
Francisco.

Philanthropy
•

Within weeks of the theatrical release, audiences raised
$25,000 for a new high school and wildlife clinic in
Tembak. Since the release, the project’s online orangutan
adoption program has been instrumental in rehabilitating
endangered orangutans at the Sintang Orangutan Center.

•

The Palm Oil Challenge educated consumers about
the dangers of palm oil and raised over $7,000. Hong
Kong students, after seeing the film, raised $26,000. To
help further local resiliency, Conservation International
pledged to support Masarang sugar palm farmers in
North Sumatra, and the Indonesian government made a
commitment to rescuing orangutans for 5 years.

•

Over $500,000 in additional donor funds, benefiting
forests and biodiversity projects around the world
were generated in the first 18 months of release.
Australian audiences made donations via Planetfunder.
org (previously Rainforest Connections in association
with the world’s first rainforest action group – Rainforest
Information Centre). Planetfunder has now become
the leading environmental crowdfunding platform in
Australia.

•

Planetfunder continues to fund the protection of earth’s
biodiversity by providing a secure platform to link
individual donors to a U.S. 501(c)3 and DGR compliant
fund, enabling private small grants for outstanding
environmental campaigns. To date, 2,345 donors have
supported over 90 biodiversity and biocultural resilience
crowdfunding campaigns from around the planet.

Over $500,000 in additional
donor funds benefitting
forests and biodiversity
projects around the world...

SOLUTIONs
Nature Protection
Unlike environmental and social impact
films which present a perplexing milieu of
problems, the REW thematic storyworld
delivers context for viable solutions that can
be studied and replicated throughout the
world.
Dr. Willie Smits, the dynamic central
character in the film, is a world-renowned
scientist and forest innovator who has
developed sustainable alternatives to palm
oil in partnership with local indigenous
people. Their combined goal is to protect
forest biodiversity, produce thrivable
livelihoods for local communities and
rescue and rehabilitate orangutans.
Dr. Smits is founder of Masarang
Foundation “saving nature through the
active participation of local people.” “Nature
protection is only sustainable when local
people benefit from it and support it.
If we can help the people in Indonesia
realize and understand that their own
culture, knowledge and skills are worth
preserving and sharing with others, we
are automatically empowering people and
hopefully preserving that way of life.”

Willie Smits Resources
As Director of the Indonesian-based Arsari
Enviro Industries Group, Dr. Smit’s plan
is to restore nearly two million acres in
East Kalimantan. The “Rebuild” system,
the culmination of nearly three decades of
field research focused on degraded forests,
involves harvesting biomass for energy;
reforestation “recipes” for mixed forests;
tapping into the vast energy reserves of the
sugar palm; and creating new habitat for
endangered orangutans and other species.
Farmers make more money with alternative
methods that are not destructive to forest
biodiversity. The ecological repair work
is replicable in 30+ countries while also
helping villagers understand their own
sustainability and identify just reforestation
solutions, products, markets and economic
opportunities.

Every good 21st Century story needs an action hero to ignite the story engine.
The real heroes figure out how to run with it – coming up with solutions and
expanding the story eco-system worldwide. That’s the story fuel. We are all
stakeholders, torch bearers - the real story starts with the collective.

The Rebuild Program Agroforestry
Reforestation Project
Rebuild & the Biomass Economy: KIN
Global 2016
KIN Global 2016
•

TED talk
“Willie Smits Restores a Rainforest”

•

Pop Tech

•

Google Earth Hero

•

Village Based Permaculture Approaches
in Indonesia
pw: smits1113

•

Willie Smits and Peter Hirst:
Permaculture in a half million-acre forest
concession in Indonesia pw: willie1313

•

International Society for Technology in
Education (ISTE) 2012

•

The Village Hub, Sugar Palm, and Local
Economies

•

Follow Willie on Facebook

SOLUTIONs
The Zero Waste Village Hub Factory

Bio-char production

The Zero Waste Village Hub Factory is a
local collective producing sustainable
biofuels, rainforest vegetable oils and
potentially highly lucrative non-timber
forest product alternatives to the endless
palm oil monocultures. The model is now
scalable and replicable and is ready for
business development across all of the
tropics, with a focus on the cooperative
business models used by the Dayak
indigenous people of Borneo.

This modern method burns organic matter
at high temperatures without oxygen and
converts waste materials into bio-char (used
as fertilizer) and other useable by-products
(heat and syngas). This advanced process
helps fight global warming by sequestering
carbon in soil and eliminating the particulates
released during traditional bio-char methods.

Village Hub Sugar Palm, Illipe Oil and
Coconut Oil Factory
This facility produces various products
from the sugar palm, including sugar water,
medicines, bioethanol and rope products.
Several by-products of the production
process are also captured to generate
electricity, clean drinking water and
fertilizers. Designed to be self-sustaining
and compact, the facility allows local
villagers to work together more efficiently
and to raise their standards of living and
education.

Non-timber forest products
These products demonstrate to the small
holding farmers that their natural rainforests
are already far more valuable than palm oil
monoculture. This helps build the resistance
and clears the way for sustainable
interventions. Motives to resist pressure to
convert to palm oil are key, with a goal of
passing on control over forest management
rights to the indigenous people. Alternatives
exist for the Gharu or agar tree wood – one
of the most expensive raw materials in the
world, used in high-end perfumes.

Upstream donor investment
These include investments in seed
nurseries, knowledge transfer, ecotourism,
sugar palm, tengkawang oil, and the
traditional skills and knowledge of the
Dayaks.

Lush Cosmetics uses Temback factory soap and
illipe butter in their products

Screenings
AWARDS

FESTIVALS

Byron Bay Film Festival World Premier - 2014
Nominated Best Environment Film

Future in Review / FiReFilms - 2015
Bonus Film Selection - screened to world leading technologists and
futurists

Copernicus Masters Prize - 2011
European Space Agency (ESA) “Best Idea” Challenge and
Winner (EarthWatchers)
Asia Pacific Screen Awards - 2014
Australian Documentary
Screen Producers Association of Australia (SPAA) - 2014
Finalist Best Feature Documentary

FiReFilms - Student Outreach Film 2015-2016
UN REDD+/Bali Green School/Jane Goodall Roots & Shoots - 2015
‘Sustainability from the Grassroots’
Jakarta, Indonesia Music and Mission Festival - 2014
with Nobel Peace Prize Winner Mohammad Yunus
Ojai Film Festival - 2014

Balinale Bali International Film Festival - 2014
Audience Appreciation Award

Canadian Premiere - Grand Rivers Film Festival - 2014

Critics Circle Singapore - 2013
Green Documentary Producer of the Year

Cinefest Oz Festival (Australia) - 2016

Mountain Film Festival - 2015
Sierra Nevada Documentary Award

Woodstock Free Film Festival - 2014

Filme für die Erde Festival (Europe) - 2016
17 cities in Switzerland, 10,000 high school students
The film was translated into French, Italian, German.
Colours of the World - Queensland and WA - 2016
The City of Parramatta Council’s Environment Team for World
Environment Day - 2016

Preview Screenings
and Tours

Rise of the Eco-Warriors has been·screened for groups
and communities in Bali, Jakarta, Borneo, Singapore, the
Netherlands, Holland, Hong Kong, San Francisco, and
Switzerland. Special screenings include: Southeast Asia’s
largest free to air network, Kompas TV Indonesia; the leading
Hungarian webportal, Origio.hu; Germany’s most watched
current affairs show -- “Elstners Reisen; and at Social Capital
Markets (SOCAP) Conference, ‘Stories That Move Markets’
session.

international outreach campaign to try to halt further
destruction of forests and seek international support for the
campaign to promote funding and resources focused on
sustainable agriculture and green village development.

The Indonesian Film Tour in 2016 was conducted in
association with Mrs. Ade Zuchri, Secretary General of
the Indonesian Green Union and Sarekat Hijau Indonesia
(SHI), the official Green Party of Indonesia. The tour was coorganized with the Byron Bay NGO Australian Indonesian
Arts Alliance. The Indonesian Greens have launched an

Screenings were held by the Serrambi University Mekkah
and attended by many dignitaries as well as the Independent
Journalists Alliance in Banda Aceh. The event represented
the first international seminar on deforestation in Indonesia.
The tour traveled to eight locations, presenting primarily to
youth and environmental groups. These locations included:

The tour had the full support and participation in Aceh from
Mr. Chairil Syah, Chairman of Indonesian Green Union, SHI,
and founder of WAHLI, the largest network of environmental
groups in Indonesia.

Indonesia’s leading film and TV school at one of Indonesia’s
key cultural institutions - the Bentara Budaya Bali, with the
founder of the Ubud Writers Festival; a private screening
with Indonesia’s most famous contemporary artist, which
also helped to establish new links to three Indonesian
universities in Banda Aceh, Bandung and Denpasar; and
Indonesia’s major art and film school, the Institut Seni
Indonesia Denpasar.
Invitations for follow-up meetings and more work within
the SHI-University ‘Green Political Schools’ framework was
established under MOU, in addition to government liaisons
with the Arts and Culture Minister in Bali and the Australian
Government Consul General in Bali.

VIEWER ENGAGEMENT
ONLINE PLATFORMS
Website / Trailer
Facebook / Twitter
TV Series - Amazon Prime
Educational
Vimeo
iTunes
Instagram

TV SERIES

SOCIAL MEDIA

‘The Eco-Warriors’ is a new 13-part docureality adventure TV series, set in one of the
world’s most spectacular yet endangered
environments. Now available for viewing on
Amazon Prime in the US in 2016.

Facebook
•

32,000 Likes 1M+ reach

•

1,000 group members

•

100,000 views applicant video

Twitter 4,600 followers
Instagram 1,750 followers

YouTube
Official Trailer
Views 60,000

Community Screenings
and Festivals

Website
35,000 users, 46,000 sessions, 78,000 trailer views

•

12 Countries

Vimeo
12,500 trailer views, 39 short videos

•

82 Cinemas

•

38 community screenings

•

15 festivals

•

2,000 Schools

•

70,000 Students

Youtube
37,323 + 255,000 views of user-generated content

$550,000
raised
for film-related causes
500 DVD’s SOLD
New Technology:
EarthWatchers, an awardwinning collaborative earthmapping platform

Team
Cathy
Henkel
Writer
Director
Producer

Richard
Hearman
Lead Producer

Mark
White
Co-Producer
Educational
Interactive
Outreach

Production

Dr. Cathy Henkel is the founding director of Virgo
Productions in Brisbane. Cathy’s previous television credits
include Heroes of our Time, Walking Through a Minefield,
Losing Layla, The Man who Stole My Mother’s Face, I told
you I was ill: Spike Milligan and The Burning Season. Cathy
has won numerous awards for her work including two IF
Awards for Best Documentary and the prestigious Tribeca
Film Festival Best Documentary Award. She received an
Emmy award nomination for The Burning Season and
was awarded Documentary Producer of the Year in 2009
by the Screen Producers Association of Australia. She
was a founding member of the Norn Rivers Screenworks,
chair of the organizing committee for the AIDC held in
Byron Bay and served as a documentary counsellor on the
board of SPAA. She has a PhD in Creative Industries from
Queensland University of Technology.

Richard Hearman is one of Australia’s leading filmmakers,
with a wealth of experience in all forms of production
technology, including in the constantly evolving digital and
3D arenas. Richard has directed and produced TVC’s for
over 20 years at locations all over the world, dealing with
a huge variety of technology requirements, conditions,
artists of the caliber of Michael Caine and internationallyrenowned technicians, such as 3D rig wizard Steve Schklair.
Richard directed and produced the TV series pilot Unstable
for Renegade Films and the award-winning short films The
Pitch, Wasted on the Young and The Mocking Birds. He has
also lectured at major film universities and has developed
the 3D-format films Orangutans 3D – People of the Forest
and Living with Manters 3D.

Mark White is an experienced digital media executive and
Founder and CEO at White Crow Productions. White Crow
inspires and emotionally engages audiences in learning,
while focusing on digital strategies for sustainability,
health, safety and environmental behavior change. Mark
has been building innovative digital media teams in
Brisbane, Australia for 20 years. Over the past 10 years,
he has worked in the e-Learning industry as a director and
adviser in some of Australia’s most challenging learning
environments. Digital learning initiatives include the world’s
first 3D serious game for Green Homes, which won an
award as one of the world’s six best government interactive
media examples by the United Nations in 2005. Mark is
Co-Founder at Planetfunder, a crowdfunding platform to
support conservation projects that protect and restore the
environment.

Producers

PARTNERS

Feature Length Documentary
Virgo Productions and Canopy Indonesia

Compathos Foundation - CA

Executive Producers: Alan Finney, Jenny Lalor, Cathy Overett
TV Series
Co-produced by Silver Media Group in Singapore and launched at
MIPTV in Cannes, April 2016

Masarang Foundation - Borneo
Planetfunder/RIC - Australia
Geodan - the Netherlands
Taking It Global - Toronto CA

Distribution
TitanView (Australian Theatrical and DVD) ClickView (Schools VOD)
Kanopy (University and Library VOD) Global Distribution: HUB
Media Pte Ltd Singapore (TV, VOD)

Center for Global Education - Alberta CA

LeapFrog Films (Aus/NZ via TUGG platform), ITunes
Beamafilm, Screen Queensland

Say No to Palm Oil

Launch Publicity
Hoodlum (Tracey Robertson and Nathan Mayfield) and Fiona Nix,
Nixco.

Conservation International - Sumatra

Gibbon Foundation - Indonesia
Kobus Foundation - Borneo, DeforestACTION

Microsoft Education - Seattle

Rainforest Trust - NYC

Production and P&A budget: $1.2 m (AUD)

People of Ensaid Panjang and Tembak, West Kalimantan

Funding: $260,000
Australia Producer Tax Offset, Producer and crew re-investments,
equity and post-production partners

Corporate Sponsors:

Educational
Microsoft, Hewlett Packard, Samsung, Geodan and Smithsonian
provided in-kind and direct grants since 2011 in promoting
DeforestACTION and learning resources to teachers globally.

Garuda Airlines Indonesia

Impact Campaign
Development, in-kind grant, U.S. Fiscal Sponsor - Compathos
Foundation

Samsung - Singapore

Aware Environmental (Orange Power) - Melbourne
Microsoft - Singapore and Seattle

Corporate Blue Travel – Melbourne

What is needed
moving forward
Traditional distribution methods, such as film festivals and video on demand,
yield an informed audience, but in an age of media saturation and information
overload, global issues that most deserve attention are often overlooked.
Opportunities exist for philanthropic and sponsor partnerships to help
underwrite the costs associated with educational distribution. Partnerships with
key North American and European networks and educators are needed to create
global engagement and a social movement of aware action.

Find out how you can #BePartoftheStory

Contact:

info@virgoproductions.com.au

In U.S.:

info@compathos.com

Producer, Writer, Data Wrangler, Creative Director
Thea LaGrou, Compathos Foundation
Special Thanks:
Jeremy Peang-Meth and Addie Randall - Orange Line Studio
Compathos is a media production, research and education
organization harnessing the transformative power of the arts
and media. We share and create stories that inspire action to
bring positive and compassionate change to the world.
Our mission is fulfilled by producing films, student media
expeditions, digital storytelling projects and screenings
and events while working with a host of non-profits, social
change artists and creative professionals in combined efforts
to affect positive world change through media impact.
Join Compathos>IMERSIV Films for the Planet and browse
our gallery - a media-rich story tapestry of over 1,500
awareness-raising resources on Compathos publishing
platform.
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